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CITY OF SHEPHERDSVILLE 
CITY COUNCIL REGULAR MEETING MINUTES 

MONDAY, APRIL 9, 2018 
 
Pastor Mike Miller, Family Day Ministries gave the invocation  
 
The Pledge of Allegiance was recited 
 
Council members present: Mike Hibbard Sr., Lisa Carter, Donna Burke, Stacey Cline and Bonnie Enlow 
 
Mayor Hockenbury called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m.  
 
Presentation: 
City Engineer Arthur Jones: There was a question raised at the last City Council meeting about an annexation 
of Highway 61. That annexation was Ordinance 011-093 passed in 2011. At that point that annexation started 
at the lower boundaries of the City of Shepherdsville and went southward down Highway 61. Match line one 
continues southward down 61 again; you’ll see match line two; this annexation came down and annexed 
property very closely at the intersection of Highway 245 and Highway 61. Based on my conversations with 
Kandi Adkinson at the Secretary of State’s Office this annexation has been completed and she is going to 
send us a certified copy of the filing to supplement our records. If anyone else has other questions about this 
annexation specifically or other annexations myself and the Mayor do invite you to set up a meeting with us 
to discuss them at whatever length they wish. This is the annexation down 61. Bonnie Enlow: Where does 
the beginning boundary start at. Arthur Jones: Pointed out the Bowman Valley straight stretch; the existing, 
prior to 2011 City boundaries was here (showed on map) and this was the beginning of this annexation on 61 
then proceeded from the City boundary limits southward. Bonnie: What they are questioning are the two 
annexations that were done before that on 61. Am I correct? Frank Cramer: No. This is the annexation that 
involved Cooper Run where the African American church is right out from the Detention Center. Is that correct. 
Arthur Jones: If you’re speaking about the annexation of Highway 61 yes. This annexation did not involve 
Cooper Run. Frank Cramer: Everything is orange is now Shepherdsville, right? Arthur: Yes. Frank Cramer: Is 
that the roadway, the little bit of gray going straight down next to the red? Arthur: That is a railroad; they’re 
parallel. Frank Cramer: It goes to the left of the red. My question was there was never no filings with the 
Department of Transportation requesting the annexation. The only reason that the City of Shepherdsville lost 
the Chapeze case was because they didn’t get permission to annex the roadway until after the Ordinance 
had taken effect. Those papers have to be there prior to the Ordinance going into effect. That’s what I 
requested. I got the paperwork on the State from 245. It shows that they okayed it but there was none for that 
there because that’s what the Transportation Department said. If the Judge rules in our favor; that was the 
only reason we won that case because the road wasn’t annexed at the proper time and the documentation, 
even though it says you can do this was after the fact. The documentation was in 2016 I think when they 
finally had the letter from the State. That’s why it was overturned. I even have the letter from Mr. Wantland 
although it’s not signed where he contacted Wooldridge and give the property back to Bullitt County. There is 
no documentation with this. Yes, on paper it shows; it also shows on paper that ?? but then they had to contact 
Bullitt County and take that off Bullitt County records because the land went back to Bullitt County. Arthur: 
Did you review the court case that was taken place between Southeast and the City of Shepherdsville in 
which it was ruled that this was a fair and legal annexation? Frank Cramer: Is there a legal annexation? The 
only thing the judge ruled on is that we had standing. We couldn’t even present our case as far as illegal 
annexation because we had to prove standing first and that was the only judgement that came from the case. 
We have standing ? and if we have to hire an attorney for this here we will do that and we will have ? and if 
there is no annexation that means open records were entered ?? and we will ask for everything we’re entitled 
to going all the way back to ?? And I …. because you all have a mindset, so I will be talking to you at a later 
date. I will talk to the Director and we will set up a meeting with you all. If not, I will recommend we pursue the 
things we can pursue. (Because he was standing in the audience speaking I could not hear everything he 
said.) 
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New Business: 
City Attorney Walt Sholar had first reading and public hearing on Ordinance 018-256; rezoning request from 
Don & LaFern Hedgspeth, from R-2 Residential to B-1 Highway Business. Property is 0.242 acres, more or 
less, located at 299 Old Ford Road listed in PVA office as Parcel No. 037-C00-04-001A. (Ordinance 
sponsored by Bonnie Enlow.) The Council will have to conduct this hearing and make its own findings of fact 
since there are not findings that have been made by the Planning Commission. I would recommend you now 
open the public hearing on this matter so that anybody that is interested in speaking for the issue or against 
the issue be given an opportunity to speak. The reason we need to have people sworn in at all of these 
hearings because it is a public hearing and in the event there is litigation that should come after this on behalf 
of anybody based upon the action of the City we have to have sworn testimony to present to a court and we 
have to have everybody’s address because anybody that speaks may be named as a party in that litigation. 
Don Miles was sworn in: Don Miles, 875 Beech Grove Road, Shepherdsville KY: I’m the owner broker of Miles 
Real Estate Services and what I’m trying to do is get this property rezoned so I can put an office in it to serve 
the area for real estate needs. My mother-in-law and father-in-law own the building, so it will enable us to be 
able to operate an office with lower overhead which would afford us the opportunity to save some people 
some money on selling their properties. Our biggest issue is I’m currently operating out of my house at 875 
Beech Grove Road and I’m a little crowded. It’s very difficult to function a real estate business in your garage. 
This would be a very beneficial thing for me and I believe a very beneficial thing for the public as well. This 
was one of the rental properties that we used when they brought the new highway through we lost the tenant 
because of the new highway coming through. It took quite a bit of the front yard away from it and in fact if you 
look at the map now with the easements, the easement comes right to the front door of this house. We really 
have very little space there and will probably have to put the majority of our parking area behind the house, 
but it will serve the purpose that I want it for. Any questions? Mike Hibbard: I think you said the reason you 
had to have this zoning was because of signage. Mr. Miles: Yes sir. We have a permit right now to operate 
out of the house but with the home occupation permit there is a signage requirement and basically the size 
of signage you can have is about the same as a yard sign. The problem with that is everybody thinks my 
house is for sale. In order to get more appropriate signage, I have to have the zoning changed. Otherwise it 
will never look like a business it will always look like a house for sale. Mike Hibbard: What kind of signage are 
you looking at? What size or location of it? Mr. Miles: I honestly have to check the requirements because I 
know there is some regulation in this zoning I have to check and find out what is allowed. I believe the signage 
can be, if I’m not mistaken, up to 48” rectangle up in the air and don’t quote me on this because I’m going to 
have to go back and double check the requirements on it. I think those of you who know me know that I’m a 
stickler on following the rules and staying within the guidelines and I will not ever do anything where somebody 
can point a finger at me and say you did something wrong. It’s just not going to happen. I do need to go back 
and find out what I can do before I do it. City Attorney Sholar: Mr. Clark if you’re going to ask questions or 
testify I need for you to come up to the podium and be sworn in. Larry Clark, 240 Stevens Drive: Why are you 
going to B-1, couldn’t you go to B-2; it’s for sales and service excluding automobile repair, drive in theatres, 
and all this. You can have sales and service there which real estate would fall into that. Mr. Miles: That would 
be fine. B-1 came from a recommendation from the Bullitt County Planning & Zoning Board. The sign actually 
says from R-2 to B-2. I don’t know enough about that to be honest with you. I’m going on the recommendation 
of other people who know more than I do. B-2 to me, I’ve had a dealing with it with my next-door neighbor, 
and it says sales and service excluding automobile repair. He runs a truck and trailer repair so that’s what I’ve 
been dealing with the Mayor for quite some time. To try to help you out is the reason I brought it up. Mr. Miles: 
It would be fine as long as I can put a real estate office in it I really don’t mind. When we went to Planning and 
Zoning the first time they told us there wasn’t a requirement for a real estate office on commercial zoning 
because they couldn’t find it written anywhere. It was the signage that caused the requirement for commercial 
zoning. It wasn’t actually the type of business because the State of Kentucky doesn’t require commercial 
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zoning and Bullitt County doesn’t have it written in their paperwork that it requires commercial zoning but for 
the signage you have to have the commercial zoning. There are the ones that recommended, I think it was 
John Wooldridge that recommended the B-1 zoning for whatever reason I don’t know I’m not that versed in 
it. It doesn’t matter to me. This is not a high traffic high volume type business. My parents own the farm next 
door to it and the City owns the property on the other side of it and I’m stuck in the middle. It’s not a high traffic 
area and there is not going to be a lot of traffic coming and going out of it it’s just a way for me to get everything 
out of my garage and get it into an organized building facility where I can advertise that property and do 
business and, in the process, help some people out. City Attorney Sholar: Mr. Miles I don’t know the details 
of the property at all. I prepared an Ordinance because the City asked me to prepare an Ordinance from R-2 
to B-1. I suggest to you sir there is some additional reasons that property would go B-2 or B-1 because there 
are differences in the area requirements; how much a set back there has to be and different things of that 
nature. I don’t know why you applied for B-1; I don’t know about the sign, but I know that the Planning 
Commission’s paperwork they sent to the City said the request was to go from R-2 to B-1. Don Miles: I believe 
it had something to do with the acreage. The way it’s worded in the document, I think B-1 could be three acres 
in the County and B-2 had to be five acres in the County and the Ordinance that Shepherdsville adopted to 
allow less than three acres has been approved whereas there is not anything that has been approved by the 
City for less than five acres. City Attorney Sholar: The City’s Ordinance that we found after looking for it a bit 
was passed in 1983 allows for the City to zone property as I read it “the City has the authority to have a 
freestanding zone of any size”. That’s pursuant to the Ordinance we cited 093-??? But it does not take away 
set back requirements and that is something you have to be considering. I don’t know what you considered. 
The City will have a little time  between now and the next meeting or whenever they look at this and I urge 
you to have a conversation with somebody at Planning & Zoning or your lawyer to give you advice on whether 
you are going to meet the minimum set back requirements of a particular zone if you get it rezoned. Don 
Miles: Do you know if it’s B-1 or B-2? City Attorney Sholar: Daryl my recollection is that B-2 is Central 
Business. Daryl Lee: It is. City Attorney Sholar: B-2 has a lesser restriction with regard to set back of the 
building from the road. Don Miles: Again, the B-1 came in because John Wooldridge had said that’s what we 
needed. I don’t know enough out it. City Attorney Sholar: I urge you to talk with somebody that does. I’m not 
is a position to speak on your behalf, I represent the City. But I don’t want you to get in a position where you 
box yourself in because you got exactly what you asked for. Don Miles: I find out tomorrow morning. Will I 
have to reapply? City Attorney Sholar: Not necessarily, the City can look at amending this Ordinance. It has 
the authority to do that during this interim time. There were no other comments. 

City Attorney Sholar had first reading of Ordinance 018-257 establishing a Shepherdsville Farmer’s Market 
Annual License Fee (Ordinance sponsored by Councilwoman Stacey Cline.) 
 
Daryl Lee, Planning & Zoning Appointee: No report.  
 
Duane Price, Board of Adjustments Appointee: Not present. 
 
Sign in Speakers: 
Pastor Mike Miller: Thank you Mr. Mayor and Council for giving me this couple minutes. I want to bring up 
something here where I know people are on both sides of the fence and I respect both sides of the fence. 
This morning when I went out to get my Pioneer News I opened it up and there was an article on the front 
page about medical marijuana. It seems like to me that all the County leaders and the other cities in our 
County have come out and have stated their position which in my opinion leaders should do. I called Dennis 
Mitchell, he answered the phone and we had a conversation; he told me where he stood at and we talked 
about it a little bit. I asked if he believed if people should be able to smoke marijuana and get high and he 
said he didn’t believe in that, but he does believe like I do, that if it’s in a pill form, go to Walgreens and pick 
it up and it helps you, I’m all for that. As a retired Police Officer and as a Community Leader. I guess the 
question I have for you all I don’t know where you all stand as Community Leaders and a Retired Police 
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Officer. I guess my question I would like to know are you all going to come out before the election as leaders 
and let this Community, Community Leaders and voters know where you stand on this issue. You might say 
Pastor Mike it’s not an issue really right now. Well, I know federal law outrides everything, but it seems like 
this is an issue. I’m not asking you all to do anything that I wouldn’t ask to do. As a leader I guess what I’m 
going to say are you all going to go on the record before November if you are running for reelection including 
the Mayor and let me and the rest of the Citizens where you stand. I know this is a sensitive subject; I told the 
Republican Party where I stood at that I will never agree with sitting around smoking it and getting high but if 
you can go over to Walgreens and get a pill that you take and it helps you I’m all for it, Praise God for that 
and I mean that with sincerity. Are you all going to come out on the record before November and let us know 
where you all stand? Bonnie Enlow: I’ll be glad to right now. I was at the meeting where Fiscal Court agreed 
to do away with their support of medical marijuana. We watched as a Chaplain for the Capitol of Kentucky 
was there and did a fact-based presentation and I’d be glad to give you that information. There is a medical 
marijuana FDA approved already on the market and being used. I can’t tell you the name of it right off hand, 
but I can look it up for you. It does not include THC in it and that’s the part that gets you high. It is available. 
It does help the people who are getting cancer treatments with them being sick and not being able to eat. I 
don’t have a problem with that. It’s already available. The medical marijuana that some people want are the 
ones who want to be able to smoke it. They’re going to get the mind-altering things from it which is why it’s a 
drug in the first place. When God made this plant he didn’t make it to be burned. When you change its 
consistency and heat it up that’s when it creates the THC that you get high on. I will never be for voting for 
that. We have children dying everywhere from the drugs. There are plenty of people in this Community who 
have lost family members to drugs. You’ll have them tell you it’s not a starter drug. Yes, it is. I have all the 
fact-based information. When people want to approve medical marijuana if they want it in the burn form I am 
100% against it but the kind I am for is the kind that you can already buy. We just need to bring it to Kentucky. 
It’s in California right now we need to tell them to bring it here. That’s my stand. Stacey Cline: Please pray for 
all the families that have dealt with this. I’m in favor of the pill form. My dad had a terrible cancer, but I am not 
in favor of smoking it. I feel the same way you do. Donna Burke: I am against smoking and very much for the 
pill form. Bonnie did send me all that information as well and it does indicate there is a pill available. Gloria is 
not here tonight but when it was discussed between us previously she had lived in Michigan and said that 
within six months of their passing the marijuana law approving it they statistically within six months had a 50% 
increase in those 30 and under who all the sudden had a medical need. There is still a concern even with a 
medical need of whether you’ll have some issues come out of that. If it’s in pill form I agree with that. I have 
a nephew who has a brain aneurism and he smokes marijuana all the time to alleviate the pain illegally so I’m 
not giving his name. But I would say and am pretty sure even with a medical pill he won’t stop smoking his 
marijuana because that is a habit. That’s just something else to throw out there. Mayor Hockenbury: I believe 
it’s a legislative decision I would only have to break a tie. I would like to hear from the AMA and FDA before I 
approved it. I’m so used to looking at research being a police officer of 28 years I like evidence; I’d surely like 
to help people and support that cause. I would like to see what AMD and FDA says.  
 
Walt Sholar: I don’t want to take up my time talking about marijuana because I want to talk about running for 
Sheriff, but I’d be happy to tell anybody that wants to ask me after this meeting is over where I’m at. We’re 
talking about things this Council doesn’t have the ability to do anything about. The Legislature may not even 
because the Federal Government says that smoking marijuana is illegal. Colorado has folks doing it and it’s 
creating a problem because the State of Colorado passed law saying that you can, but they are having trouble 
now people are smoking marijuana out there and they can’t get their federal licenses because they are 
violating federal law. In the State of Kentucky, the Kentucky Sheriffs have the responsibility to enforce federal 
law by Statute. And when I’m elected Sheriff I intend to enforce federal law the same as federal immigration 
law, federal this law, federal l that law, because I believe in the Constitution and the Constitution says clearly 
that the States are subject to the Constitution of the United States. There is the 11th Amendment and I’m quite 
familiar with it that says that anything that isn’t allowed through the federal government is reserved to the 
people or to the State and I’m a firm believer in that but the thing we have to remember many, many, many 
years ago the Federal Government took and preempted the area of Food and Drug regulation. That’s where 
the whole drug things goes and if we start having 50 different laws with regard to what drugs are legal and 
what drugs aren’t we’re going to have a bigger mess than we have in this Country right now and it’s kind of in 
a mess right now. My name is Walt Sholar and I’m a Candidate for Sheriff of Bullitt County. I’ve had a number 
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of people ask me why are you running for County Sheriff. I’ve had a number of others asking other people 
why is he running for County Sheriff is he trying to pad his retirement; is he trying to get him retirement? Well 
no, I’m not and won’t get any retirement from running for Sheriff because I have 27 years in with the State 
already and I’m done with the retirement program. They won’t let me back in it and I don’t have any desire to 
get back in it. Number two, I’ve got a son that is serving as a Police Officer down in the First Division with the 
Louisville Metro Police Department, if you don’t know the Divisions, that’s in the West End. I had somebody 
tell a friend of mine I heard he was running so he can get his son out of the West End. That has nothing to do 
with why I’m running. I couldn’t drag my son out of there he loves working for the Louisville Metro Police but 
moreover it would be against the law. Whoever was asking that was a candidate for sheriff; they need to look 
at KRS Chapter 70 says that when we have a Sheriff Deputy Merit Board the Sheriff cannot hire anybody in 
his family to serve in a sworn position. There is all sorts of stuff getting told. I’ll tell you why I’m running for 
Sheriff and if everyone of you when you go home tonight or right now you pull up your phone and you look at 
a picture of your kid, your grandkid, and I look at a picture of mine. That’s why I’m running for Sheriff. I’m 
running for Sheriff for the people of this County. I was done with politics after I left Office, the people of the 
County decided they wanted me out of office. 2010 I lost the County Attorney’s race, best thing ever happened 
to me. The good Lord said get him out of there. I went to Louisville and got one of the best jobs I’ve ever had, 
I represent the Chief of the Louisville Metro Police Department and have for the last 8 years working with the 
Internal Affairs Division and with their training. Why am I running now? Because in 2014-2015 I saw, all over 
the Country but here, we had the Sheriff saying if you don’t give me $564,000 or $534,000 more dollars I’m 
going to shut down the law enforcement in the County. I saw deputies getting indicted. I saw deputies getting 
convicted going to federal prison. I saw just what appeared to be a big problem. A lot of time I’m watching the 
news and I’m seeing scandal after scandal. I’m seeing scandals all over the Country. This Sheriff in Florida 
he doesn’t have his guys trained well enough they don’t go in when the kids are getting killed. That’s ridiculous 
and we cannot have that. How do we fix it? Training, we need to train them more. We need to harden these 
schools and we need to have armed guards at all schools. That will shut down this killing in the schools right 
now. Additionally, what we need to do though is get these guys trained. School Resource Officers ought to 
get training every three months because when it happens; all the training I see folks getting, it’s teams of four 
going into these schools. Teams of two. When it happens if it happens we’re going to have one guy get there 
first and they need go in find who is doing it and stop them. And if we don’t train people to do that there is a 
high likelihood they won’t do it because we fall to the level of our training when everything goes to hades in a 
hand basket. I’ve seen all of that. The month of March was a terrible month for the State of Kentucky in law 
enforcement; we lost 3 officers in the month of March. We lost Officer Philip Meacham on March 29th, Officer 
Scotty Hamilton on March 13th and Officer Rodney Smith on March 2nd. Last year we lost Officer Nick Rodman 
March 29th. I lay awake nights myself with my son working down there in Louisville every night and when the 
phone rings or I hear there has been a shooting in Louisville it worries me to death until I hear from him. 
Everybody else that has a kid, mother, father, son, or daughter, brother sister that works in policing has the 
same feeling. Since 2011 I’ve been training Police all over this State, County, the southeast United States for 
that matter, to get them more training. We need folks to be trained before the bad stuff happens. Bullitt County 
has a budget of over $5 million, the Sheriff does. I’ve operated multi-million-dollar budgets for years. I’ve 
helped render them, help adopt them, I help make sure they were being run properly. Twenty-one years as 
County Attorney here I always came in under my budget. I left $237,000 for the young lady that took office 
after I left so I can run a budget. The Sheriff of Bullitt County collects over $41 million a year, I’ve been dealing 
with collecting taxes and dealing with other people’s money getting it where it’s supposed to go for 21 years 
and then some. I can handle that. With regard to training police I’ve been training firearms, self defense and 
so forth since 2011; I work with Kentucky League of Cities and what I don’t have; I’ve been a Deputy Sheriff 
since 2014 working in training, training Jefferson County Sheriff, LMPD, Bullitt County Sheriffs; but what I 
don’t have is I have not been a patrolman. I may not know where the switch is to turn the blue light on but I 
darn sure have been teaching police for 30 years when to turn the blue light on and what they have to do 
when they do turn it on; when it’s proper and when it’s not proper to fight and how to arrest people, the proper 
way and improper way to do it. I can handle this job and if you really want to see a change and you want to 
see that we’re not on television for how bad things are here anymore help me get elected and I will take care 
of that for the next four years because what I want to do we are going to get this Sheriff’s office accredited, 
we’re going to get it to a higher level of professionalism; that’s what I hope to do before my time is up and I 
leave and then the next fella that comes after that hopefully they can just maintain the status quo. But we’ve 
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got changes we need to build a professional framework that the wonderful men and women working in the 
Sheriff’s office can grow into through their career. I appreciate your time. If you feel the same way I do about 
it I not only need your vote I need your help. There is 8 people running in this race and it’s going to be tight. 
If you get out and help me I promise you won’t be disappointed in the work that I do. 
 
Mayor Hockenbury: Any other candidate that is running for office if you sign in you can put in a pitch for your 
campaign. 
 
Johnny Richey: Last week when I woke up on Monday morning I woke up to this. I would like to say first off, 
I hope we can end this split between the City Council. I pray to God to bring unity to our City. Second off, I 
would like to know what we are going to do for our youth here to get them more involved and take more pride 
in our City. I’ve been around and talked to other people in the City where kids are getting involved in picking 
up garbage or planting flowers and I would be willing to donate the money for pizza and coke to help these 
young people find something to do. Let’s forget I’m a candidate, let’s just talk about me being a Community 
person that’s out for our youth. I really would like to see us get our youth more involved. I would be willing to 
step out of the box and do something myself because honestly our kids are in trouble right now.  I would even 
donate a little bit of money to buy pizza and coke for a Shepherdsville City clean up or something. We’ve got 
trash on the side of the road at 44, the Park that needs to be sprayed down in a couple different places. We 
need to beautify our Parks too. I just would like to know what the City has in mind for our youth. Lisa Carter: 
I’d like to comment on your suggesting of cleaning properties and such up. Keep in mind, I would love to have 
the youth help, but the problem we’re going to have with that is we have a lot of syringes in our Community. 
Personally, I’m not going to ask kids to get out and clean properties where there is going to be syringes where 
they could get hurt. I’ve been looking at a piece of property over here across from Kart Kountry where the 
homeless people used it last year as tent city; it is a nightmare over there. I’ve been looking for 2-1/2 weeks 
to find out who owns it, PVA is in the process of getting in touch with the owners. I’m not going to ask any kid, 
I wouldn’t let my daughter go over there and pick and she is willing to help but I’m not going to expose the 
children to that mess. Bonnie Enlow: I agree with you Lisa. Stacey Cline: I agree. Mr. Richey: I can respect 
that. I’m just asking the City to think about getting our youth to take a little pride in our City and everything 
else, that’s the only thing I’m asking for.  
 
Department Head Reports: 
Code Enforcement Officer John Bradley: I registered us for safeguard properties and that allows me when 
we get all these vacant residences I’ll put the address in and I’ll be able to tell exactly who is responsible for 
the mortgage among other things. 
 
WWTP Superintendent Chuck Keith: All the certified operators have to get continuing education every year. 
All of our guys have to have 24 hours. When we send a guy out to get his continuing education it costs the 
City between $600-$800 a person. My last time at school I talked with the people about maybe coming here. 
They were agreeable with that. I came back and talked to the Mayor and he agreed as well. We’re going to 
do a trial seminar May 9th & 10th and if it goes well they are going to come every year. Depending on what the 
rooms cost, instead of us paying $600-$800 per person we’ll only pay $100 per person. That will save us a 
lot of money. And usually there are 2 or 3 that goes at a time, they are not here and if something happens I 
have had to call them back. Now they will be here in the City and if something happens they are right here.  
 
City Engineer Arthur Jones: I’ll be coming back to the Council at the next meeting. We’ve got a few projects 
that need to be awarded for construction but in order to do that we need to amend the budget. The budget 
amendment should be out to you by the next Council meeting. If you have any questions about those feel 
free to let the Department Heads know. Once the budgets are fixed for some of those projects I’ll be coming 
back to you for awarding of those projects. 
 
Mayor Hockenbury acknowledged candidates in the audience: 
 
Dennis Mitchell, 1st District Magistrate candidate  
David Strange, 4th District Magistrate candidate 
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Johnny Richey, Shepherdsville City Council candidate 
Faith Portman, 4th District Magistrate candidate 
Paul Hamm, State Senate District 38 candidate 
Paul Watkins, Jailer candidate 
Tony Thompson, Judge Executive candidate 
Brenda Board, State Senate District 38 candidate 
 
Council Comments: 
Lisa Carter: I sent an email earlier regarding the pedestrian crossing in front of the High School? The signs 
that I had originally wanted to get for the crosswalk were signs on a pole that you walk up and hit the button 
and the lights come on, due to the fact of the road already being there they were for new construction. They 
have send 3 options out with the first option just a regular sign like what is there now; second option they can 
add a piece onto the signs we have now with solar panels and will blink 24/7; the third option is they can 
attach that and have a radar there. When there is traffic coming up and down the highway those signs will 
blink and when there is no traffic they will not. Which they don’t need to blink for students and adults to cross 
the street when there is no traffic coming. If they are radar detected those light would blink on both sides. The 
option is a lot cheaper than $7500-$7900 for the original sign. Option 3 with the radar detection is about $1590 
plus freight for each sign. I want to see if we can go ahead and go forward with trying to get these signs put 
up. Bonnie Enlow: Do you feel like the radar one will work. I like the ones where we control the time they 
came on. Lisa: These didn’t offer that. They only said it had radar with some type of sensor and I’m not sure 
I think they stay on 24/7. I think that defeats the purpose. Bonnie: The people will ignore it if it is on all the 
time. Lisa: I didn’t know where the Council wanted to go with that. Bonnie: I’m in favor. Stacey: I’m in favor. 
Donna: We just need some pricing. Lisa: I’m going to get with the gentleman that sent me this information 
Friday and see if we can go ahead with this project and get it done. I know school is going to be out but maybe 
we can get them installed before next year. I got a call about a pothole at 243 Oak Grove Drive. I’m still getting 
calls on the trash as well. People still haven’t gotten their cans delivered.  
 
Donna Burke: I wanted to announce an event I’m having, it’s an online event. I went to the pancake breakfast 
that Tony sponsored for the Bullitt County Animal Shelter Repair Fund and reached out to Regina because 
I’m in to everything and I just started Tupperware as well. I’m having an online event that is going to begin 
Friday and last for a week. If you look for it, it’s basically Bullitt County Animal Shelter Fund Raiser. They gave 
me a list of things they need to get done over there and it’s a pretty extensive list and the problem they have 
being a government run entity is that when they have fund raisers that they are not specifically worded as 
Bullitt County Animal Shelter Repair Fund that money quite often does not get back to them for them to be 
able to have the use of it for what they need for repairs at the animal shelter. This is what we’re doing under 
that fundraiser. Look for that post on All About Shepherdsville, it is a public event. 
 
Stacey Cline: I’ve got a couple calls people thanking us for fixing the pothole by Sonic so if one of you 
employees can tell him that.  
 
Bonnie Enlow: I have one thing I want to add to the marijuana issue. Anybody who wants a copy of that if 
they give me their email address I can forward it to you. The one that has all the facts based on it. I wanted 
to state there is also a law that if you smoke marijuana you’re not allowed to have a concealed carry. So, if 
you want to smoke marijuana you’ve gotta give up the gun.  
 
Donna Burke made motion to adjourn. Lisa Carter 2nd. Motion carried 5-0-1. Meeting adjourned at 8:42 p.m. 
 
 
 
_____________________________      _________________________ 
Curtis Hockenbury, Mayor       Tammy Richmond, City Clerk 
 


